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This research paper clearly points out these two novels as Magic Realist 
texts and emphasizes the problems of gender, chauvinism, feminine 
conditions and their bitter experiences and also represent the subaltern 
multiple voices having universal appeal. The two novels full of fabulous 
tales deploy magic realism to the very end digging stereotyped images 
of men and patriarchy. According to Namjoshi, lesbianism is a solution 
to establish female self-respect, identity and a life of freedom. It is a 
strong metaphor of resistance and ironical criticism of male dominated 
world that exemplifies the postmodern ambiguity.  This research article 
to be discussed about Female Utopia in Suniti Namjoshi’s , The 
Conversations of Cw. 
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1. Introduction 
 

“There was once a poet who thought she was a nightingale, and another who thought she was 

a rose - charming perhaps, able certainly, having found at least a way to cope. Would the 

nightingale’s entrails   have been more powerful (as emblematic objects)  laid out on the floor 

of a room that you came to, and then   withdrew from, startled and amazed? Oh the rose is 

bloodless, she is white with pain; and Philomel wails in the woods again. 

But there are the other more ordinary animals.  They are not literary. They own 

their pain.” 

― Suniti Namjoshi,  
The Fabulous Feminist 

 Culture Plays a Significant role in de-gendering the marginalized and plays a vital role for inspiring change 

towards equality of gender. The literary cannons of post colonialism, post Modernism, Surrealism, Feminism, 

Marginal Literature , literature of diaspora and above all new literary genre ‘the Magic Realism’ has become the 

true spirit of conundrum of pioneering literary tradition in witnessing the reality of marginal voices at its center.  

 As a result cultural traits of one’s tradition in particular and nation as its gravity towards universal approach 

must be seen as a dynamic tool of raising one’s protest especially towards de-gendering, the marginal, neglected 

and subverted and the voice of women. Culture and gender discourse has been therefore the central force of 

human knowledge and provides us to enlighten our own self that is ‘women’ the other gender towards 

comprehensible manifestation. 

The present paper deals with the incorporation of magical tales to reveal the truth and a critique of 

patriarchy towards the society of female utopia in Suniti Namjoshi’s The Conversations of Cow. Sunithi Namjoshi is 

an Indian born Canadian novelist and uniquely acknowledged as a contemporary feminist writers of Indo Canadian 

English Literature. She has been accolade for her witty and sharp criticism of gender issues, feminism and the 

issues related to human rights   through her fables and fantastic elements of magic. 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/21811809
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She is widely known for her accomplishment in the realm of gender issues, immigrant problems, male 

chauvinism and above all her louder voice of protest against the women in particular and gender bias in general 

through her creative works of poetry, short stories and outstanding novels of post modern ambiguity. 

2. Literary Works: 

Her famous woks include seven volumes of poetry and novels like The Feminist Fables (1981), Bedside 

Book of Nightmares (1984), The conversations of Cow (1985), The Blue Donkey Fables (1988), The Mothers of 

Mayadiip (1989), St Suniti and The Dragon (1994), Building Babel (1996) and Goja: An Autobiographical Myth 

(2000). 

Most of her Poems and Novels truly depict the challenging issues of gender and sexual orientation, 

menacing patriarchal society and present a perfect picture of a “Female Utopian”, a world secretly yearned for by 

feminists through her fantastic fables and narrative structure of magical realism by deploying post modern and post 

colonial devices of ambiguity, resistance to time and history, intertextuality, hybridity, anthropomorphism, mundane 

to metaphysical and vice versa. 

 The aim of the study is to trace the elements of magic realism in her novels The Conversations of Cow 

and The Mothers of Mayadiip and tries to focus on the elements of feminism, gender issues and canonical set up 

of patriarchy against the backdrop equal rights for women an ideal world of Female Utopia through her marvelous 

fairytales and fables. 

Sunithi namjoshi who is a lesbian living with her partner Gilian Hanscombe in a small village in England 

has revolted against the gender bias and feministic rights by incorporating traditional fairy tale narratives to counter 

the destructive tendencies of patriarchal values and the prevailing male-female arrangements. 

  The present study of The Conversations of Cow is truly witty, sharp and satirical and an alternative female 

paradigm of magical world in order to bring the marginal women to the centre and erasing the prevalent notion of 

male chauvanism. Focusing on the central characters of Suniti and Bhadravathi the Cow, her travel companion, 

attempts to shift the narrative from object position to the subject position and thereby the writer tends to restore the 

displaced power of the muted half of humanity. Throughout the novels Sunithi attempted to emphasize that the old 

traditional myths about male and female, no longer prevail and that the subject has been re-defined against the 

phallocentric structures. The universal appeal of the truth and the real have intrinsically woven in the structure of 

the plot in both the novels and there is a heavy sarcasm and ambiguity of post modernism and the characters have 

left with a lead of introspection and questions sexual politics, challenging society's gender arrangements and 

attempt to dethrone the myth of femininity, the construct of patriarchy and thus re-order the world. 

3. The Conversations of cow 

The significant devices of magic realism are hybridity, fantasy, ambiguity, universal appeal, authorial 

perspective, intertextuality , anthropomorphism, juxtaposition of the ordinary to the extraordinary and mundane to 

metaphysical etc.,  

Suniti Namjoshi has cleverly employed such devices in The Conversations of Cow where the central 

theme of the novel is lesbianism and the theme of same sex between the two lead characters Suniti and 

Bhadravathi has been portrayed powerfully envisaging the problems of women, gender and patriarchy. Their story 

is of a lesbian narrative told through the cows and the issue of women in general and of migrants is cleverly 

narrated through their conversations while travelling. The anxieties and the experience of emotions of the two 

characters have amply deployed of magical elements and protest against the male supremacy is questioned on 

various events through their travel. 

The plot is portrayed around the emotions and anxieties of lesbians in Canada in five major sections: The 

Manifestation, Bhadraavati, Interlude, Bud and Conjuring Cow. In all these interwoven stories, the two main 

characters Suniti and Bhadravati are introduced as lesbian cows and the narrative is often mixed with magical 
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elements of humans converting to animals and vice versa. Here the author cleverly employs the magical quality of 

anthropomorphism in order to translate the animal issues into human and racial issues. It is very explicit in one of 

the arguments with the manager of the hotel on their travel. 

Everything alright, Sir? 

Yes, thank you, but I am not a ‘sir’, I am a lesbian, and my friend is a cow (The conversations of cow, 23) 

On their way back in van, Bhadravati became silent and express her anguish of men and says that cows 

and men are alike. Then Suniti who is a lesbian is not happy with her statement comparing animals and men are 

alike and opine that cows and women are identical. Here the writer has chosen the narrative of magical structure to 

raise the issue of identity from the Indian point of view through the conversations of human to animal vice-versa. 

B, I say, ‘what about our identities? Aren’t we false to our true Selves?’ 

Oh yeah? She mumbles absent-mindedly, ‘.. 

S,‘Identity is fluid. Heven’t you heard of transmigration? 

And you call yourself a good Brahmin?.... 

 B, but, aren’t you really a lesbian cow?...( The conversations of cow, 33) 

Throughout the stories of Suniti and bhadravati, the identity issue takes core of the discourse and is 

continued in all the subsequent chapters of the narrative. The ambiguity of Suniti to identify herself as a women 

and then admitting herself as a lesbian shows allegorical representative of bisexual and yearns for the female 

utopia of equality like that of a snail. The element of dream is employed here. 

That night I dream. Cow has transformed herself into a woman. She is wearing a sari’’. She is feeding 

chipmunks. I sit there gazing at Bhadravti. I feel such admiration and love for her. She smiles at me. I approach 

closer.( The conversations of cow, 46-47) 

4. Summing up 

The writer thus powerfully depicts the devices of magic reality and eventually presents a world of women 

as self protective, ironic, resistance to the male domination and tries to subvert the patriarchal values. The study 

also clearly justifies the novel of magic realism. The narrative of the lesbian love Suniti and her guru Bhadravti in 

the form of cows and cows meeting other cows and their interaction with human form on their travel in Canada 

certainly reveals the form of magic, fantasy and intertextuality and the novel is regarded as a novel of Magic 

Realism. In a way both the novels emerge as ‘femino-centered’ in protest of their voice and witness the marvelous 

elements of magic realism. In the end the study also raises the question of the contemporary definition of magical 

realism still remaining open, as many new literary texts appear and are categorized as magical realist literature; 

Moreover, the research area for further study in literature may include combination of the magical realist analysis 

with different types of literary criticism and cultural studies. 
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